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Satellites play a major role in nowadays world. Engineering schools have
been facing for the last decades the challenge of preparing new engineers
to fullfil  the needs of such industry,  with multidisciplinary capabilities.  In
Brazilian  reality,  Aeronautical  Engineering  is  already  developed  in  the
Universities. However, Astronautical Engineering still needs investments and
development for undergrad courses. Some tools have been helping students
to develop their knowledge on Astronautical Engineering, such as CubeSats.
In this context, CanSats are a suitable way to provide the students with a
hands on tool, in order to supplement the contents of the course, for they
are  cheaper  and  simpler  than  a  CubeSat,  but  still  having  all  main
subsystems of  a conventional  satellite.  Principles of Systems Engineering
and  design  of  aerospace  devices  can  be  applied  and  fundamental
techniques  can  be  learnt,  provided  that  it  is  essential  for  the  design  of
complex  aerospace  devices.  Students  take  part  of  designing  every
subsystem of the device, testing, integrating and operating them. One of
the positive aspects of CanSats is that the students can take part of the
whole lifecycle of the device, from design to disposal. As a real demand for
this educational tool, a more detailed study of its structure and the design of
a generic platform to be adapted in different missions was carried on. The
main objective of this work was to design a generic platform for a CanSat
that  can be easily  adapted for  different suborbital  missions.  Two generic
models were proposed. The design was divided in three stages: conceptual
design, preliminary design and finally the detailed design. In the first stage,
the requirements for the platform were defined as an adapted version of the
requirements of AIAA CanSat Competition of 2016. The materials also were
chosen  taking  into  account  mechanical  properties,  density  and
manufacturing possibilities intending to develop a resistant, light structure
platform  and  easily  manufactured  in  the  University  environment.  The
geometries  of  the two models  were defined considering the volume and
geometry  of  the  main  subsystems,  such  as  electrical  power  supply,
electronics and communication, along with different sensors. On the second
stage, analyses of the two critical situations supported by the structure were
conducted. Critical loads to which the CanSat is submitted were considered,
as  the  parachute  opening  and  the  impact  with  the  ground.  The  case
considered  here  assumes  the  device  will  fly  attached  to  a  balloon,  not
subject to forces of a traditional rocket launch. Simulation included transient
analysis. For the last stage, the design was detailed, and considerations on
the design were made. Since a complete analysis was carried on, cases in
which the budget of mass can be higher allow more requested areas to be
streightened, if necessary. Results include not only the simulations, but also
two  3D  designs  ready  to  be  built,  using  resources  usually  available  for
engineering schools. For cases when the present model is not suit, this work
also  presents  a  methodology  for  analysing  different  cases.  Keywords:
CanSat, Education, Structure, Finite Elements, Simulation, Generic Platform


